ultimate anti-aging
and targeted slimming
4D RF and MP face and body therapy is highly effective in collagen remodeling for skin tightening/
lifting and targeted cellulite reduction. these treatments use highly advanced non–invasive medical device with FDA and CE approval, powered by four cutting-edge technologies:
- Pulsed Electro Magnetic Fields (PEMF) technology to induce fibroblast proliferation through release of
the growth factor FGF-2
- Multi-Polar Radio Frequency (RF) technology to directly stimulate fibroblasts to produce new collagen
and accelerate lipolysis
- VariPulse™ technology to enhancethe lipolysis effects of RF energy by facilitating deep energy
penetration (up to 4.5cm) and reaching therapeutically effective temperature faster, allowing the increase
of blood circulation and stimulation of lymphatic drainage
- Real-Time Thermal Feedback technology to enhance treatment safety/comfort and consistently maintain
therapeutically effective temperature

4D RF and MP face youth therapy
induce fibroblast proliferation, resulting in skin tightening and lifting, wrinkle reduction,
v shape face sculpting.
recommend 5 times or above to achieve long lasting results

“v” face and neck contour & firming care
90 mins hk$5,500
this treatment promotes the synthesis of dermal collagen, instantly improves skin’s elasticity & firmness.
regain youthful looks where facial contours become more defined and skin feels soft with a smoother
jaw line.
“v” face and eye firming & brightening care
90 mins hk$5,500
this treatment aims to replenish collagen, repair damaged skin cells, lift sagging skin to promote the skin
firmness and brighten the complexion. it is also looking at providing the solutions for: dark circles and puffiness,
fine lines and wrinkles and dull and tired eyes.
men’s radiance & firming care
90 mins hk$5,500
this treatment promotes collagen synthesis and contraction, fibroblast proliferation, neo-vascularity
and lypolysis, with immediate visible results, including skin tightening/toning and regain a youthful look.
quick fix face care
60 mins hk$3,500
this clinically proven 4D treatment promotes growth of dermal collagen instantly with immediate visible results,
including diminish wrinkles and fine lines, reduce volume and tighten skin
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4D RF and MP body sculpture therapy
accelerate lipolysis, resulting in cellulite reduction and skin tightening, body sculpting through
targeted slimming and stretch mark reduction.
recommend 5 times or above to achieve long lasting results

thermal healing therapy
75 mins hk$2,300
105 mins hk$2,850
deep layer anti-fatigue
with 4D RF and MP technology, uniform heat is applied to the deeper layers of addressed skin part to maximize
massage benefits, significantly release muscle pain, promote collagen production and contraction, improve the
blood and lymph circulation, eliminate water retention and sculpture the body curve.
upper body sculpture and wrap
90 mins hk$5,000
hips + abdomen or arms + abdomen
this treatment promotes the production and contraction of collagen, improve blood and lymph circulation,
break down stubborn fat into small particles and drained out of the body to eventually improve the contour
of the addressed areas.
lower body sculpture and wrap
90 mins hk$5,000
full leg + abdomen or hips + thigh
this treatment promotes the production and contraction of collagen, improve blood and lymph circulation,
eliminate water retention and finally to the subcutaneous fat layer, where stubborn fat can be broken down
into small particles and drained out of the body.

15 mins hk$1,850/part/session
face add on treatment
- smooth forehead
- apple cheek bones
- radiance & firming eye care
- “v” contour jawline
- charm smile lines
- “v” contour neck care
body add on treatment
45 mins
- “butterfly sleeves” arms & hands
therapy
- bra bulge contour therapy
- waist & abdomen slim therapy
- firm & relaxing back therapy

hk$3,850/part/session
- thigh slim therapy
- peach hips therapy
- calves sculpture therapy

• all prices are subject to 10% service charge.
• bliss ® reserves the right to modify, discontinue or raise prices on certain treatments
without prior notice.

